Responsible Lending in 30 Minutes – A step by step guide

Relie V 1.4

Purpose: To show you how to do a Responsible Lending check in 20-30 minutes

Maximise the use of RELIE’s automated functionality you so don’t have to spend hours
going through transactions line by line.
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Executive Summary:
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The Six Step plan to use RELIE

The following plan is the quickest way to meet your responsible lending requirements, and to identify any risks or issues that you might need to look into.
The rest of this document will largely just take you through each of these steps in more detail.
#
1

Step
Verify Income

Notes
(Use Filters): Looking for self-employed or missing income in the Transfers In, and
including them into the assessment.

Time Req’d
5 Minutes
May require dialog with the client

2

Review Insights

5-10 Minutes.
Likely requires dialog with the client

3

Review “Not
categorised”
Expenses

4

Review Expenses
Report

Chk1
5

Checkpoint 1
Review One-Off
Expenses

Chk2
6

Checkpoint 2
Detailed Review of
Expenses

(Use Insights Panel): Go through the insights that have been raised, determining if
any of them indicate real issues that might require additional actions
Eg: Missing Debts or Accounts may require the addition of more institutions
(Use Transaction Listing): Going through uncategorised expenses looking for large
transactions (either individually or by total if there are recurring transactions), and
in particular anything that might be mandatory expenditure, and then
categorising them correctly.
(Use Summary Screen): Review overall expenditure to make sure nothing looks
weird in the summary report (eg: If you see $20,000 of business expenses, and
they don’t have a business). Revisit any areas identified.
Can the Client afford the loan? If no… continue onto Step 5
(Use Filters): Review material one-off transactions looking for holidays, asset
purchases, or any other expense you can exclude because it is reasonable to
assume they will not repeat next year
Can the Client afford the loan? If no… continue onto Step 6
Review all expenses, particularly mandatory ones, looking for expenses that can
be excluded or reclassified as discretionary based on the client scenario. The
focus can vary depending on whether it’s the surplus vs mandatory expense
number that is the problem, or the surplus vs total expenses.

Final

Checkpoint 3

5-10 Minutes
Likely requires dialog with the client

5-10 Minutes
May require dialog with the client

5 Minutes
May require dialog with the client

10+ Minutes
Likely requires dialog with the client
This is a step you should only need
to do for clients who are struggling
to afford the loan.

Can the Client afford the loan?
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Introduction:

The goal of RELIE is to allow you to meet your responsible lending requirements in around 30 minutes.
•
•
•

While we accept there may be some edge cases that may take longer than this, for the bulk of clients, this is how long we believe it should take you.
We know that some of our users have been able to get close to that mark.
But we know some others are struggling, and are routinely spending much longer than that.

In an effort to help, we have now collated all the feedback from our users from the first few months of being live. And from your direct feedback, and
spending hours involved in sessions with our clients observing as they use the system, we have gathered together:
•
•

all of the tips and tricks we think you should do,
and a couple of traps to avoid.

Our User Guide is still the best resource if you have questions on particular aspects of functionality. This document is designed to be a more of a
supplementary step-by-step guide to using RELIE quickly and efficiently.

1.1

Philosophy

The most common mistake we see from users is just going through the downloaded transactions one at a time, trying to confirm or recategorize everything.
There are two problems with this approach.
1) It takes a very long time. Given there are often thousands of transactions, this is a very slow process
2) It offers little value.
• In most cases the bulk of the categorisations are correct, and in many cases the split between mandatory and discretionary actually matters
more than which specific category an expense has been put into.
• Many of the transactions are also too small to individually impact the overall assessment.
The guide will show you how to quickly find and review the transactions that matter, and then increasingly showing you how to go into more detail for the
clients who are the closest to the line in terms of being able to afford their loan.
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The Six Step plan to use RELIE

The following plan is the quickest way to meet your responsible lending requirements, and to identify any risks or issues that you might need to look into.
The rest of this document will largely just take you through each of these steps in more detail.
#
1

Step
Verify Income

Notes
(Use Filters): Looking for self-employed or missing income in the Transfers In, and
including them into the assessment.

Time Req’d
5 Minutes
May require dialog with the client

2

Review Insights

5-10 Minutes.
Likely requires dialog with the client

3

Review “Not
categorised”
Expenses

4

Review Expenses
Report

Chk1
5

Checkpoint 1
Review One-Off
Expenses

Chk2
6

Checkpoint 2
Detailed Review of
Expenses

(Use Insights Panel): Go through the insights that have been raised, determining if
any of them indicate real issues that might require additional actions
Eg: Missing Debts or Accounts may require the addition of more institutions
(Use Transaction Listing): Going through uncategorised expenses looking for large
transactions (either individually or by total if there are recurring transactions), and
in particular anything that might be mandatory expenditure, and then
categorising them correctly.
(Use Summary Screen): Review overall expenditure to make sure nothing looks
weird in the summary report (eg: If you see $20,000 of business expenses, and
they don’t have a business). Revisit any areas identified.
Can the Client afford the loan? If no… continue onto Step 5
(Use Filters): Review material one-off transactions looking for holidays, asset
purchases, or any other expense you can exclude because it is reasonable to
assume they will not repeat next year
Can the Client afford the loan? If no… continue onto Step 6
Review all expenses, particularly mandatory ones, looking for expenses that can
be excluded or reclassified as discretionary based on the client scenario. The
focus can vary depending on whether it’s the surplus vs mandatory expense
number that is the problem, or the surplus vs total expenses.

Final

Checkpoint 3

5-10 Minutes
Likely requires dialog with the client

5-10 Minutes
May require dialog with the client

5 Minutes
May require dialog with the client

10+ Minutes
Likely requires dialog with the client
This is a step you should only need
to do for clients who are struggling
to afford the loan.

Can the Client afford the loan?
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2.1: The Scenario
In order to illustrate the steps, we will be using a case study based around the following client:
Name:

Ben Smith

Income:

$240,000 Gross Salary ($154,000 Net) from Employment
$20,000 from Consulting
Expense Claims from Employment (as work expenses are on personal credit card)

Other Details:

Buying a new home for himself
Has a credit card with Bendigo, and says all of his banking is with Bendigo
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2.2
Performing an Assessment
This guide skips past creating the assessment, adding applicants and connecting institutions. See our User Guide for how to do that.
Below you will find the standard Assessment screen once that is done, along with an explanation of the main areas of the screen.
Take your time: This is the most important screen in the entire process

Filters and Insight
Expandable Areas
Application Name &
Applicant Details

Assessment Totals
(Click the arrow to
select monthly/annual
totals)

Institutions that were
added

These will update as
you make changes to
transactions
Also shows the % of
transactions that are
categorised

Category/Sub-Category
Expandable Areas

At first cut, this looks bad. Only $122,000 of
income vs $219,000 of expenses.
But as we go through the steps of RELIE, things
can change quickly.

Transaction
Classification Flags:
•
•
•

Mandatory v
Discretionary
One-Off v Recurring
Not Applicable /
Exclude from
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Step 1 - Verify Income
The goal here is to get the Assessment Total for the “Income” to match the net income we are expecting based on what the client has indicated their
income is.
•
•
•
•

The system will usually find the regular salary automatically.
It also excludes Bank Transfers so that moving funds between accounts does not inflate either incomes or expenses.
Self-employed or irregular income may not be automatically grouped into Employment category depending on the transaction description attached
to it, and whether it looks like a transfer between the client’s accounts.
In the case of a couple, we are looking for both incomes. In our example scenario, we are looking for $174,000 plus expense reimbursements.
Step 1: Open up Filters Panel.
Deselect Expenses so that
only Incomes appear

Step 2: Expand Employment
and you will see the Net
amounts of any Salary paid
into their bank accounts.

If self-employed it is possible
the Income may appear in
Banking or Not Categorised.

RELIE has found $122,192 which is mostly the client’s salary. It even shows the client
changed jobs.
As the client is self-employed, the rest of the income may be in the Banking section,
appearing as a Bank Transfer (meaning it has been excluded by default). We will now look
for it.
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Finding Additional Income

We will now go through the Transfers In, and if required, the Not Categorised Income or the One Off income looking for the consulting income and anything
else we want identified as repeatable income

Step 1: Open up the Banking
(1) and the Transfer In
subcategory.

Step 2: Toggle the “NA” to a
tick for anything you wish to
include in the assessment
totals.

Usage Tip:
•
•
•

Sort transactions by largest
transaction value
Use the buttons here to move
along the transaction list
Only review material transactions
(>1% of total income)

Scrolling through the 46 transactions, quickly finds the consulting income, and any other
payments received from the client’s current employer (Opica).
Total income is now $202,057 including expense reimbursements, and we can proceed to
Step 2
Note: You could elect to exclude the expense reimbursements, but then you would also
need to exclude all the business related expenses. It will likey take far longer to find all of
the business expenses to exclude them, so the approach taken here is generally faster.
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Step 2 - Review Insights
One of the most powerful aspects of Sherlock is its ability to analyse the transaction set, and automatically raise insights around the things it has found.
Insights might include things such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Potential undisclosed Debt Facilities
Exceptionally large individual income or expense transactions
Regular Transfers to an unknown Account
Issues around high risk areas like Gambling or Missed Payments
Life Events such as possible pending child-birth

The system is deliberately set to be overly sensitive.
We believe it is better to raise an insight and have it be false, than to miss a
real issue.
Overtime we will refine this as we see more data pass through the system.

Click here to expand/collapse
the Insight area

All insights found are listed
here

Selecting any of the insights will open
up a pop-up, showing you more
information on that particular insight.
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- Review Insight – Possible undeclared credit facility.

In this example, the system has identified a range of transactions indicating that $1,164 is paid to an unknown ANZ account every month.
Querying Bob, he indicates this is Car Lease Payment. If he had already disclosed that, then you would know what it is without needing to ask him. If not,
then you would need to query Bob, because this transaction set likely indicates some sort of debt or other material arrangement you will need to know
about.
Step 1: Selecting the Transactions
panel will show all of the transactions
that lead to the insight being raised.

Step 2: Select “Notes” so that you can
add comments on the insight after
discussing with the client

Step 3: Select the transaction(s) you
wish to attach a note to.

Step 4: Type the note and hit “Submit”
Step 5: Select “Close”. Repeat this
process for each insight.
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- Review Insight – Detected Large one-off expenses

In this example, the system has identified three individual large expenses.
Querying Bob, he indicates that these are all in relation to the settlement of an investment property he has bought with a family member (Deposit,
Settlement, and then moving remainder funds into an off-set account.
If Bob had disclosed these things up-front, then you could add a note to the transactions and just move-on. If he hasn’t, then this might impact your fact
file, as it indicates another asset, and likely another debt. The off-set account, if with another institution, may be an account you wish to add and download
data from as well.
Step 1: Selecting the Transactions
panel will show all of the transactions
that lead to the insight being raised.

Step 2: Select “Notes” so that you can
add comments on the insight after
discussing with the client

Step 3: Select the transaction(s) you
wish to attach a note to.
Step 4: Type the note and hit “Submit”
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Step 3 - Review Uncategorised Expenses
In all assessments there will be expenses we cannot categorise. In the main, these will be discretionary expenditure, so the exact category for each is not
critical. So we are NOT trying to categorise all the transactions here.
We are focusing on the transactions that individually, or because they are a part of a sequence of transactions, amount to a material figure (approx. 1% of
total expenditure). We are particularly looking for anything that is actually a mandatory expense.

You are now going through each of
the transactions in this list, looking
to do the following:

Usage Tip:
•

Sort transactions by largest
transaction value

•

Use the buttons here to move along
the transaction list

•

Only review material transactions
(>0.5% of total expenses)

•

Exclude Expenses that will
not re-occur next year

•

Recategorise material
expenses

•

Identify any material
expenses that are actually
Mandatory in nature

Frequently this will require dialog
with the client to identify what the
transactions are.
NOTE: Do not review every
transaction. In this list are 78
transactions, but only about 25 of
them are material enough to
warrant reviewing.
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Below each of the transactions is reviewed, and has the appropriate changes applied
One off transfer between accounts
•
•

Change to NA
Recategorise to Transfer Out (via the
three dot symbol)

Series of one-off expenditures (Gift - Car,
Surgical cost, Jewellery bought at Auction)
•
•

Change all to NA as they won’t repeat
Recategorise as Gift, Medical and
Jewellery

Three identical transactions. Rent
•
•
•

Change all to NA as not an expense the client
will have once house is bought
Use the Select Multiple Functionality
Recategorise as Household Expense - Rent

Twelve transactions – Monthly Child
Maintenance
•
•
•

Change to Mandatory expense
Use the Select Multiple Functionality
Recategorise as Childcare

Usage Tip:
•

Remember to Add Notes to explain your changes. These could be critical later to support the lending decision.

•

You can add Notes to any transction using the three dot symbol at the right hand edge of each transaction entry.
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Once you move the material amounts, you will quickly get down to transaction amounts that are too small too worry about.
Most things in here are discretionary anyway, so its generally safe to just leave it here. (A couple of $80 transactions that are missed will not change
materially whether someone can afford a loan).
Usage Tip:
•

Stop reviewing these once the
amounts become immaterial.

•

Outcome:

You can see now the client is in a position
where they have large surpluses vs both
Mandatory Expenses and Total Expenses
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Step 4 - Review Summary Report
Whether the assessment is already looking good or not, the final stage should be a high-level review of all expense allocations. This allows you to quickly
see any hotspots or areas you may need to spend some more time analysing, and potentially re-categorising expenses.
In particular, you are looking for areas of expenditure, particularly mandatory expenditure, that are higher than you expected.
You get to the summary report by clicking the big orange “Finish” button in the bottom right hand corner. If you have the “Select Multiple Transactions”
interface open, then you may need to hit “cancel” first to make the button re-appear.
Step 1: Click Finish to leave the
assessment screen

Step 2: This allows you to
generate the assessment
report
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Focus on this column to review
Mandatory Expenses
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Focus on this column to review
Discretionary Expenses
report
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We are looking for areas that might be worth reviewing in more detail, usually because the number is higher than we expect, and it might indicate transactions that have been
categorised incorrectly, or that could be re-classified.
Examples in this report might include:
•

$3,452 in mandatory Business expenses if the client doesn’t have a business. (Things like Officeworks generally get allocated here)

•

$7,280 of Rent. Assuming this rent won’t be an expense once the loan goes through, you may wish to exclude it

•

Any amounts in Interest or Debt Repayments. Frequently you will wish to exclude these as the lender will usually calculate costs associated with loans in addition to living
expenses, so if you include them here, you may end up double counting them.

•

$7,000 in Insurance premiums. Might be too high unless the client actually has significant levels of insurance.

How much detail you go into is guided a little bit by how the client’s surplus looks. You always want to find anything material that looks like it could be a mis-categorisation, but
finding expenses you can exclude to improve affordability is only worthwhile as long as you need to further improve affordability.

Usage Tip:
•

Remember to Add Notes to explain your changes. These could be critical later to support the lending decision.

•

You can add Notes to any transction using the three dot symbol at the right hand edge of each transaction entry.
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- Can the Client afford the loan?

This is the first point where we have now done enough to be able to reasonably decide if the client can afford the loan.
Review the summary totals, and hopefully you are seeing sufficient levels of surplus income.
If not, then we will start get more detailed in the way we review their expenses.

In this scenario, Bob is actually now in pretty good shape, with
the following surplus:
•

$158,500 compared to Mandatory Expenses

•

$55,000 compared to Total Expenses

So you would stop, and move to the next stage of the lending
process.

But to show you what you would do if affordability was still poor,
we will now continue through the process.
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Review One-Off Expenses

In this section we are looking for material one-off expenses that indicate expenditure that is highly unlikely to re-occur next year. Examples of what we are
looking for is travel related expenses, or asset purchases such as furniture or electronics.
So first, we activate filters, in this case specifying one-off expenses. I am also going to filter for amounts that are greater than or equal to $1,000.
Any category still visible after applying the filter has transactions in it that meet our criteria.
Step 1: Apply Filters.
The filter icon with the $ is the
way to set a dollar based filter

Going through the sections I can now find a number of transactions:
• Health & Fitness : A $1,897 purchase. This is a home gym. Change to
Discretionary, and Exclude it.
• Travel: $5,350 hotel charge in Japan. Won’t re-occur – Exclude
• Online Purchases: Two Paypal amounts for $3,000. Exclude
• Household Electronics: $1,750 Laptop – Exclude
Obviously, this will vary widely per assessment, but the process is the same.
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- Can the Client afford the loan?

This is the second point where we check if the client can afford the loan.
Review the summary totals, and hopefully you are seeing sufficient levels of surplus income.
If not, then we can now move to an even more detailed reviewed of their expenditure. This last step can be quite time consuming, so we do not want to
proceed to this step unless we have to.

In this scenario, Bob is showing real strong levels of surplus:
•

$162,000 compared to Mandatory Expenses

•

$67,000 compared to Total Expenses

So you would stop, and move to the next stage of the lending
process.

But to show you what you would do if affordability was still poor,
we will now continue through to the last step.
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Detailed Review of Expenses

The last step available to us, is to review all expenses, particularly mandatory ones, looking for expenses that can be excluded or reclassified as
discretionary based on the client scenario. The focus can vary depending on whether it’s the surplus vs mandatory expense number that is the problem, or
the surplus vs total expenses.
The best way to do this is to again review the Summary Expense report and see where the largest amounts are to target your review. What you want to
avoid at all costs, is possible, is just scrolling through the entire transaction list looking for things. In our example, the most likely areas to review are Travel
($26,500), Shopping ($17,400) and Entertainment ($20,000). The flights and accommodation areas ($9,000 and $6,800) look like particularly good targets.
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Returning to the assessment, you then review each section looking for expenses you can exclude, or re-classify as Discretionary.

We see here there are 95 flight transactions in the last year. Ordinarily this would likely mean some
categorisation errors, but in this case, the client flies every week for work, and these are charged to
his credit card and then reimbursed. But its possible you can find some flights in here that are
personal in nature and that these could be excluded if they weren’t going to be repeated.

Here we see a number of transactions, but the large material ones relate to a holiday in Japan, a
hotel stay in Sydney, and a hotel in Bali.
The client indicates the Japan trip will not reoccur. So we can exclude it.

You repeat this process for each area until ideally you are able to demonstrate affordability, or you
run out of areas with material levels of expenditure to review.

Usage Tip:
•

Remember to Add Notes to explain your changes. These could be
critical later to support the lending decision.

•

You can add Notes to any transction using the three dot symbol at the
right hand edge of each transaction entry.
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- Can the Client afford the loan?

Having now completed the last and most detailed level of review we can do, hopefully the client can now show affordability.
Review the summary totals, and hopefully you are seeing sufficient levels of surplus income.

If the client can finally show affordability, and you are
comfortable this position you have agreed upon, then you can
move to the next stage of the lending process.

Of course, it is possible, the client simply cannot show
affordability based on their current expenditure.
If that happens, then at least you now have an excellent source
of information to help them understand the changes they need
to make to be able to afford the loan in the future.

What Now?

- Generate your Assessment Report and any Bank Statements you need

You are now ready to click “Finish” in the bottom right hand corner, and return to the Summary Screen just like we did for Step 4.
You can then generate your assessment report and save it against the client record.
You can also generate any Bank Statements you need to help with lodging the loan.
Hopefully you found this Guide useful. Good luck using RELIE, and please provide us feedback on your experiences.
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RELIE Support

RELIE has the following support program
Help Desk
Phone: 1300 095 139
This is the quickest path to a response. Our call centre are on-shore and
will try to help you as quickly as possible.

Email: support@opicagroup.com.au
We will endeavour to respond as quickly as possible to emails

Website: www.reliecheck.com.au
Over time we will collect support articles and FAQs, and these will be
available on the website.
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